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Abstract— Glaucoma is an eye disease that can result in blindness if it is not detected and treated in proper 

time. Diabetic related eye diseases like Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Diabetic Maculopathy (DM) are major cause 

of blindness. Early detection of diabetic diseases plays an important role to prevent blindness. In last few years 

there are several researches done in medical image processing and detection from the fund us images such as 

Optic disk (OD) and the retinal vessels done in the automated detection of Diabetic retinopathy (DR), Diabetic 

Maculopathy (DM). This research paper represents the methods which are used in the automated detection of 

diabetic retinopathy. The recent methods used to detect the factors like hemorrhages and Micro Aneurysms 

(MA) are also discussed in this paper.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Data Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is leading cause of blindness in adults around the world today (IDF 

2009b).Long term diabetes can cause the blood vessels to leak blood into the retina leading to vision loss as well 

as blindness. There are various Diabetic related eye dieses such as Diabetic retinopathy (DR), Diabetic 

Maculopathy (DM), glaucoma, etc. are major cause of blindness. The early detection of diabetic diseases plays 

an important role to prevent blindness. Diabetes is increase day by day in several people and screening is require 

to recognize DR therefore screening is require to take fund us image of eye and automatic image analysis 

algorithms gives an effective solution [2]. The process of grading the eye fund us images is time consuming and 

requires attention of an ophthalmologist. The work of ophthalmologist will frequently increase as review and 

detection of DR from fund us image. This procedure can also be done using automating detection the grading 

process by which screening will do for number of patients. It is less expensive and also it is less time consuming 

automated techniques for detection of diabetic eye diseases. There are many automated techniques used for 

practical applications. It is hard to achieve the goal and same result as angiography [2].   

 

This research paper discusses on various algorithms and techniques on automated detection of Diabetic 

retinopathy using image processing. The fund us image in Figure 1 shows various features of retina such as OD 

(Optic Disk), fovea, blood vessels and abnormalities like micro aneurysms, hemorrhages and exudates. After 

these features are detected then automatic detection of the presence of diabetic retinopathy and maculopathy can 

be done. Diabetes affects the Blood vessels of the retina after passing time. DR is categorized into classes like 

NPDR, PDR and NPDR is also known as background diabetic retinopathy. In this phase, the blood vessels in the 

retina become weakened and leak, forming small, dots like Micro Aneurysm (MA) and Hemorrhages (H), these 

leaking vessels often lead to swelling in the retina and decreased vision [3]. In PDR, circulation problem cause 

areas become oxygen decrease means blood leak into the retina and vitreous, causing spots or floaters, along 

with decreased vision [3].  

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows; section 1 provides the brief introduction in DR in medical image 

processing techniques. Section 2 discusses the various existing papers which are based on detection method. It is 

followed by section 3 includes the proposed model of the detection using various image processing techniques. 

The next section 4 contains the discussions of the proposed method. Finally, section 5 brings conclusion of the 

identification of retinal features.  
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Figure 1: Features of Retina 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

In 2018, Y.MadhuSudhana Reddy [9] et al., presented a structure of survey algorithms for the automatic 

detection of diabetic retinopathy in digital retinal images has been presented. The   development   of   an   

effective   tool   for   incorporation   into diabetic retinopathy screening programmers is a highly desirable goal. 

An efficient system that can routinely analyze digital retinal images  and  eliminate  those  where  no  new  or  

increased pathology is    present,    would    significantly    reduce    the    workload    for ophthalmologists  and  

graders  in  diabetic  retinopathy  screening centers.  This  review  paper has  focused  completely  on  the  

analysis  of digital images of the retina in the field of diabetic retinopathy 

 

In 2016, AbhishekDey and Samir K. Bandyopadhyay[1] develops a model which can classify glaucomatous eye 

fund us images from healthy eye fund us with high accuracy. The authors used Support Vector Machine 

classifier for this purpose. Only a few minutes of runtime are necessary for training the SVM classifier. Hence, 

the computational efficiency of SVM is great. SVM is advantageous as only a small training set is needed to 

provide very good results because only the support vectors are of importance during training. For these reasons, 

SVM tends to perform better than other supervised learning methods. We have developed our model using RBF 

kernel. Before PCA some statistical features can be extracted from fund us images for gaining more efficiency 

in the classification method. 

 

In 2015, Imran Qureshi[6] discussed various image processing techniques as well as different computer based 

systems involved particularly in the detection and diagnosis of glaucoma is discussed in detail. The main 

purpose of this paper is to highlight the severity of glaucoma across the globe as well as covering the research 

work done so far on this disease. This paper also expresses minor effort regarding detection of glaucoma 

disease.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

Diabetes is a popular disease and it may cause abnormalities in the retina, kidneys, nervous system because of 

diabetic neuropathy. Diabetic retinopathy is a micro vascular complication caused by diabetes which can lead to 

blindness [4]. In early stages of diabetic retinopathy typically there are no any visible signs but the number and 

severity of abnormalities increase during the time. The first detectable abnormalities are micro aneurysms which 

represent local enlargements of the retinal capillaries [4]. The brief detection overview using image processing 

techniques are shown in the following figure.  

 

Image Acquisition 

Image Acquisition is the easiest way to detect Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). It is cheapest and easiest to perform 

as well as the most important lesions of DR are visible in fund us images. The other advantages are the 

permanence of the record and observer control, and opportunity for piece comparison of the funded states at 

time interval [5]. This is used to understand the natural development of the disease and also in the assessment of 

treatment. Abramoff defines fund us imaging as the process whereby a 2-D representation of the 3-D retinal 
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semi transparent tissues projected onto the imaging plane is obtained using reflected light. The fund us images 

obtain can be stored, processed and transmitted using image processing techniques. Digital fund us camera can 

be mydriatic or non-mydriatic depends on the requirement of the dilation of the pupil. A few manufacturers of 

the fund us camera are Topcon,Zeiss, Canon, Nidek, and Kowa. 

 
 

Figure 2.Detectionusing image processing techniques 

 

The Fluorescence Angiographies (FA) allows detection of the features with a greater sensitivity but as they are 

costly, they can’t adapt for screening purposes. In order to compare and analyze the state of the art techniques in 

the fund us image research field public databases are also available. These databases follow the benchmarking 

frame work like original images, and the algorithms used.  

 

The DRIVE2 database and Hoover’s STARE3 contains fund us images with manual segmentations of the 

vasculature. These databases give the facts about the stages of DR, detection of MA and the level of 

hemorrhages. The DIARETDB15 database present color fund us images with mild non-proliferative signs of 

diabetic retinopathy [5]. The manual overview of blood vessels and optic disc and the location of fovea are 

benchmarked in the ARIA6database. HEIMED7 has database of color fund us images which can be used for the 

detection exudates and diabetic macular edema (DME).Figure 3 shows general framework of automated diabetic 

retinopathy detection system, which covers five stages such as preprocessing, masking, localize optic disc, 

extraction of blood vessels finally detection of diabetic retinopathy. 

 
Figure 3. General framework of Automated Diabetic Retinopathy Detection System 

 

Image Preprocessing 

The fund us images obtain from the digital fund us camera may not be of better quality for various reasons such 

as Poor focus, patient movement. If the Image acquisition is not proper then it will be problematic for further 

procedure to detection of DR features therefore preprocessing should apply before any image processing 
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techniques for feature detection [6].Preprocessing is applied on image for giving same appearance to all images. 

There are various stages of Preprocessing of Image. There are three methods for effectiveness of three colors of 

normalization algorithms for reducing the background color variation between subjects Retinal Image Plane 

Separation, histogram equalization and his to gram specification. 

 

1) Retinal Image Plane Separation 

In the first stage of preprocessing green channel is taken out, because green channel shows high intensity as 

compare to red and blue and green channel is used for detection Micro aneurysms and blood vessels. Red 

channels used for boundary detection and blue channel image shows lots of noise. 

2) Histogram Equalization 

In the green channel all small details of image can be viewed and red channels is use for boundary detection, 

and in blue channel image represent noise, Green channel is used for finding Histogram Equalization (HE) of an 

image. 

3) Histogram Specification 

Histogram specification [6] was present to be color normalization method. Color normalization is applied in 

region of interest identification using SVM classifier by calculating the evidence value of every pixel. 

 

Optic Disk Localization 

Optic disk localization consist firstly finding the approximate center of the optic, many authors used all 

characteristics of the optic disk like intensity, morphology and color for optic disk localization. In some papers 

there are used an 80_80 pixel sub-image to evaluate the intensity variance of adjacent pixels. The point which is 

the largest variance was assumed to be centre of the optic disk. So the author reported mostly match in 

localization of optic disk in images with no signs of white lesions. The Hough transform has been also finding 

by a number of authors for the localization of the optic disk. A Sobel operator was applied for Edge detection of 

the region and the contours were then detected by the circular Hough transform [8]. In paper [10] ganglion cell 

is used for optic disk localization. A ganglion cell is a biological tissue mass, most commonly a mass of nerve 

cell bodies [6].The optic disc is main point for the major blood vessels that supply the retina using Pattern of the 

blood vessels angiography can do. If blood vessels get tortuous (Abnormal blood vessels) then there are more 

chances of leaking the blood is more, which can damage Retina. Green channel is used for localization of Optic 

Disc after applying some image processing techniques seed-up robust features is used [2]. Equation 3 used for 

Speed Up Robust Features given in[1]. 

 

Identification of the OD [7] is helpful in locating other features of retinal fund us image such as blood vessels 

and fovea, detection of Glaucoma and also use for observing changes due to DR and DM with including in the 

OD region. In the fund us image Optic Disk appears as an orange or pink region measures about 1.5 mm in 

diameter. It is the entry and exist point for nerves entry and exit of the retina to and from the brain. The size, 

location and appearance of the OD vary in fund us images. It generally looks Circular but it may look elliptical 

in some fund us images because of angle between object and image planes. The detection of OD becomes 

difficult in the presence of bright lesions like exudates. A method based on high pixel intensity OD using their 

with a high grey scale value. The method fails when there are lesions with similar high grey scale values. 

 

1) Principle Component Analysis 

A method based on PCA (Principle Component Analysis)[10], where the clustered brightest pixels are used as 

candidate optic disc regions. PCA was applied and centre of the OD was marked by finding the smallest 

distance between the fund us image and its projection. By applying the intensity variance between the OD and 

the adjacent retinal vessels detected in the optic disk but this technique fails in the presence of white lesions. 

 

2) Hough Transformation 

Author describes that Hough transformation based technique is used for OD localization and detection. After 

OD localization Region of Interest (RoI) should define for increasing the performance of optic disc detection. 

After smoothing the size of ROI was set as margin and the optic disc will detection after extraction of ROI for 

boundary using Hough Transform [1]. In that at firstly the optic disk localization is done by averaging and then 
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detecting the maximum gray values from an image histogram. Secondly, ROI is extracted and optic disk 

detection is done by taking Circular Hough Transform of an image. 

 

Detection of Blood Vessels 

It acts as a landmark in grading disease severity Prominent in green plane. Therese holding also used to 

highlight the longer& connected vessels, hence eliminating smaller thread like structures. There are several 

techniques used for blood vessels detection. 

 

1) Bottom-hat Transform 

The bottom-hat transform [7], also called closing residue, which is used to extract dark lines and dark spots. It 

enhances details for a gray scale image. It is a process which is done by the subtraction of the original image 

from the closing result. Therefore, the blood vessels of the retina, considered as dark lines are extracted by 

applying the bottom-hat transform. 

 

2) Morphological Image Processing 

Morphological structuring element is use for highlighting the blood vessels of the retina. The Morphological 

open operation is also use for thickening the retinal blood vessels. The use of 2D median filter for noise removal 

from the Morphological open functions. 

 

3) 2-D Median filter 

2D Median filter is used for noise removal and also use for extracting the blood vessels of the retina. Threshold 

is used for extracting the retinal blood vessels and at the last for finding the diameter of retinal blood vessels for 

extraction of blood vessels [9]. 

 

4) Canny edge Detection algorithm 

The detector is designed as a local dynamic hysteresis thresholding value generator based on canny edge 

detector [1].It takes knowledge of the location of major vessels to define a small neighborhood and generate the 

local threshold values to detect meaningful edges especially the edges of small blood vessels that may be 

missing using canny edge detector. 

 

Detection of Micro Aneurysms 

Micro Aneurysms (MA) [10] plays an important role in the automated detection of DR. In the green channel of 

RGB, MA are noticeable as tiny circular dark patterns, whereas in FA they have the same shape characteristics 

but appear as better contrast with bright patterns. Morphological opening with linear structuring element and 

also using top-hat transform extracted the details which may correspond to MA. A bilinear top-hat 

transformation is used to differentiate the circular and linear segments of MA. The MA detection using Image 

processing are as follows The first method uses an unsupervised mixture model based clustering method to 

detect the candidate region in the green channel. A three class Gaussian mixture model is used to segment 

background elements, foreground elements and outliers. Using logistic regression MA candidates is generated 

based on their color, shape and texture characteristics. The second method is based on Waikato micro aneurysm 

detector. In that, the candidate objects were found in green channel. This method segments and subtracts the 

vasculature using a top-hat transform by morphological reconstruction using an elongated structuring element at 

different orientations. The resulting image is threshold and segmented using region growing. Finally the true 

MA’s were found using Bayesian classifier. 

 

Detection of Hemorrhages 

Hemorrhages are usually larger than micro aneurysms, with uneven edges and coloring. Hemorrhages appear as 

“dot “or “blot” form with their color close to the blood vessels [9]. It becomes complicating to identify them in 

the presence of blood vessels. Many papers give the briefly ideas of segment the vasculature and then remove it 

therefore it is easy to identify Hemorrhages. Recursive region growing method is used to classify the fund us 

image into HMA and non HM A region. As the retinal blood vessels have same dark appearance as HMA’s they 

too are classified as HMA’s. Color normalization is applied as a preprocessing stage followed by a region of 
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interest identification using SVM classifier as calculating the evidence value of every pixel. The hemorrhages 

are segmented in ROI instead of using the whole image. 

 

Classification of DR 

SVM is used to classify the group of eye images as either affected or normal which is depending on the feature 

values. After feature detection, the extracted features of images are given as inputs to Support vector machine 

(SVM) [6]. SVMs are a set of related supervised learning methods used for classification and regression. It is 

described in detail by an SVM model is representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so that with 

examples of the different categories is divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

There are four types of diagnostic test for the test if the outcome of the examination is binary: true positive, true 

negative, false positive and false negative. For abnormal test, the result is true positive if the diagnostic test 

output is abnormal and false negative if the diagnostic test output is normal. For normal test subject, the result is 

true negative if the diagnostic test output is normal and false positive if the diagnostic test output is abnormal. 

For a given set of subjects, the number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false 

negatives (FN) can be used to consider the accuracy of the diagnostic test in form of sensitivity (SN) and 

specificity (SP). Performance of the test classifier can be measured in the form of sensitivity, specificity and 

positive predictive accuracy. True Positive (TP) is number of positives outcomes of the test, when compared 

with the reference. If the normal sample is classified as abnormal then it is called as false positive (FP). If the 

normal is classified correctly then it is it is true negative (TN). 

 

If the abnormal sample is classified as normal then it is called as false negative (FN).The sensitivity of a test is 

the probability that it will produce a true positive result when used on diseased population. A sensitivity of 

100% means that the test recognizes all sick people as such. Sensitivity can be computed as follows: 

Sensitivity = TP/ (TP+FN)  

Accuracy can be computed by the following equation: 

Accuracy=FP/ (FP+FN) (9) 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

This research paper discussed about the automated techniques for the identification of retinal features. Image 

processing techniques using digital fund us images can play an important role in the detection of Diabetic 

related eye diseases like DR, DM and Glaucoma. Detection of MA can help in the detection of DR in the early 

stage while detection of other features like hemorrhages are used to identify of DR. Results of the automated 

system are as nearer as ophthalmologist suggest.  
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